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“Against the onslaught of declarations that modern political life is iso-
lated and anomic, this sparkling analysis of networks and experiments
shows how networks of ideas and individuals connect our political
activities. Ahn, Huckfeldt, and Ryan weave together network surveys
and small group experiments to show how political ideas may spread in
daily life as well as what structures enhance or restrict that spread. In the
end, they present a very compelling vision of modern political life that
encompasses politics in the current century, as well as the last half of the
twentieth.”

– Michael Ward, Duke University

“This book reveals the ways in which pundits, partisans, and political
activists are central to forming public opinion and to the resilience of
democracy. These biased opinion leaders garner expertise in issues that
interest them, and their views are channeled to citizens with little incen-
tive to gather their own information. Anyone seeking to explain public
opinion, opinion leaders, partisan bias, political activism, or political
communication is going to have to tackle this book. Disputing its find-
ings will be a herculean task. The authors marshal observational data,
laboratory experiments, agent-based models, network analysis, and
statistical simulations to support their central theoretical claims. The
book is an excellent model of social science, using diverse methods to
answer well-defined questions.”

– Rick K. Wilson, Rice University
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